Modeling homeorhetic and homeostatic controls of pig growth.
A dynamic mechanistic model of homeorhetic and homeostatic controls of pig growth was developed. The homeorhetic principles were based on changes in time of fractional rates of anabolism and catabolism of tissues. A minimum number of homeostatic principles integrated current data on plasma kinetics and the partitioning of nutrients between anabolism and catabolism of body tissues, and endogenous losses with integument and into the gut. The major features of the model are two levels of organization (tissue and plasma) and three body tissues (carcass proteins, visceral proteins, and body lipids). The protein tissues and plasma amino acids were subdivided into lysine, methionine and cystine, threonine, tryptophan, other essential AA, and nonessential AA compartments. Plasma glucose and fatty acids were also considered. Adenosine triphosphate and adenosine diphosphate were used to represent energy transformations, although these energy transformations were not included in the homeostatic control of pig growth. The mass variations within each of the 23 basic compartments were described with a specific deterministic, dynamic differential equation. The simulated metabolic rates of the protein and lipid tissues were similar to published data. The principal outputs from the model (protein and lipid gain, body weight, chemical body constituents, plasma parameters) showed that the proposed homeorhetic and homeostatic controls provide a mechanistic approach to modeling growth.